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Territorial location  
and cities of Oguzes

Oguzes play a significant role not only in the history of Kazakh, but in 
the history of many nations. Their relationship intersects not only in terms 
of ethnic, as well as in terms of territorial conflicts. In this regard, this article 
will discuss the territorial location of Oguzes, its territory, as well as cities 
of the state of Oguz, including Zhanakent, which is the capital, Zhent, and 
many cities of great importance located along the river Syr. In addition to 
this, many viewpoints that the city Kumiyan is related to Oguzes will be 
discussed. The author concludes that the above mentioned cities can be an 
evidence of the fact that Oguzes while living in the territory of Kazakhstan, 
had a distinctive impact on the formation of Kazakh nation and Kazakh 
Khanate.
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Оғыз дар дың тер ри то риялық 
ор на ла суы жә не қа ла ла ры 

Қа зақ хал қы та ри хын да ға на емес, көп те ген түр кі ха лық та ры-
ның та ри хын да оғыз дар дың алар ор ны ерек ше. Олар дың бай ла ны сы 
тек эт ни ка лық жа ғы нан емес, сон дай-ақ тер ри то риялық жа ғы нан да 
қиыса ды. Осы ған бай ла ныс ты ма қа ла да оғыз дар дың ор на ла су тер-
ри то риясы, ше ка ра лық аума ғы, со ны мен бір ге Оғыз мем ле ке ті нің 
қа ла ла ры сөз бо ла ды. Оның ішін де астана сы са на ла тын Жа ңа кент, 
Жент жә не Сыр бо йын да ор на лас қан көп те ген ма ңы зы зор қа ла лар 
сөз бо ла ды. Со ны мен қа тар, әлі күн ге де йін  сы ры ашыл май ке ле жат-
қан Құ миян қа ла сы ның оғыз дар ға қа ты сы бар еке ні жө нін де де пі кір-
лер айтыла ды. Ав тор оғыз дар дың Қа зақ стан тер ри то риясын да ме кен 
ете оты рып, ке йін гі қа зақ хал қы ның, Қа зақ хан ды ғы ның қа лып та - 
с уын да өзін дік із қал дыр ға ны на жо ға ры да ата лып өт кен қа ла ла ры да 
ай ғақ бо ла ала ты ны на тоқ та ла ды. 

Түйін сөздер: оғыздар, Жанакент, Жент, Сырдария, қалалар.
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Тер ри то ри альное  
рас по ло же ние и го ро да огу зов

Роль огу зов в ис то рии тюркс ких на ро дов и на ро дов Ка за х стана 
очень ва жна. Значимость взаи мос вя зи оп ре де ляет ся не толь ко по 
эт ни чес ко му по ло же нию, но и тер ри то ри ально. Поэто му в дан ной 
статье расс мат ри вают ся тер ри то ри аль ные, пог ра нич ные зо ны огу-
зов, а так же го ро да огузс ко го го су да рс тва. В том чис ле сре ди них 
есть та кие го ро да, как став ка огу зов Жа на кент, Жент и дру гие не 
ме нее важ ные го ро да до ли ны ре ки Сыр дарьи. В статье так же расс-
мат ри вает ся воп рос о при над леж нос ти го ро да Ку миян огу зам. Ав-
тор на ос но ве исс ле до ва ния ис то рии го ро дов при хо дит к вы во ду, 
что огу зы, рас се ляя тер ри то рию Ка за х стана, сыг ра ли важ ную роль в 
 станов ле нии ка за хс ко го на ро да и Ка за хс ко го ханс тва.

Ключевые слова: огузы, Жанакент, Жент, Сырдария, города.
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According to the description of ruler of Hiua Abulghazi 
Bakhadur, who is well-know Turk historian, Oguzes, who migrated 
from Altay to Zhetisu, from Zhetisu to the river Syr, occupied the 
following territory: «On the south of Oguzes there is Ysygh Lake 
and Almalyk, on the west – Sairam, Kazyghurt and Karazhyk 
mountains, on the north – the end flow of the river Syr, Yanakent, and 
Karakum. They lived in this mentioned territory for four thousand, 
five thousand years. The ruler was elected from the tribe with more 
population» /1, 21 page/. We know from the history that the authority 
of Oguzes was great, therefore, their territory was known as «Steppe 
of Oguzes». In the beginning of the 9th century Oguzes united 
with Kimaks and Karluks in the fight against Kanghar-Pecheneg 
community, and occupied the territory of middle and low flow of 
the river Syrdariya, as well as Aral area. In the end of the 9th century 
they were in alliance with Khazars in the fighting against Pechenegs, 
which resulted in their occupation of the territory between Volga 
and Zhaiyk rivers. In this territory many cities of the state of Oguz 
was built, which further had trade-economical, political-strategic 
significance during the formation of Kazakh Khanate. Today it is 
necessary to investigate each of them, conducting comprehensive 
comparison of the results of archeological excavations and recorded 
database. 

Oguzes are the only tribe which formed Turk Khanate. In the 9th 
of century they migrated to the riverside of Syr, where their capital 
was Zhanakent. The wide spread of Islam around the world had its 
influence on states located in the territory of Kazakhstan and on 
its population. Part of population who lived in Zhanakent, Zhent, 
Sutkent and other cities were reverted to Muslims. Moreover, there 
were Christians and Buddhists among the population /2, 175/. 

Approximately in the middle of the 10th century Oguzes had only 
a few cities such as Zhanakent, Zhent, and Zhuvare (Huvare). Later 
they built other cities like Sauran, Karashyk, Karnak, Syganak, and 
Sutkent. From the history it is known that in the 12th century there 
were built many other cities as Barshynkent. In the first quarter of 
the 13th century many other cities such as Uzkent, Ashnas were 
added to the list of Oguz’s cities. 

In the famous dictionary of Mahmoud Kashkari «Tubi bir turki 
tili» he says: «Okuz – Zheikhun. All big rivers are called so. This 
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word when used solely in Oguz language means 
«Banagyt-Dariya». The cities of Oguzes were built 
near river, where its nomadic people lived. 

Many rivers located in the area, where Turk 
people lived, were also called Okuz. One city 
located between Ila and Yafynge rivers was called 
Iki okuz as well»/3, 13 p./

In this above mentioned book Oguz cities are 
listed as follows: Sabran (Sauran), Sitkun (Sutkent), 
Sughnak (Syganak) Karnak are Oguz cities, 
Karachuk is the second name of the city Farab. 

Among this listed cities, there are diverse 
opinions about the history and meaning of the name 
of the city Syganak. 

In Arab data there is an information that long 
before occupation of the Syrdariya river’s and Aral 
lake’s area Oguzes had big city called Old Guziya, 
which was capital city. Above mentioned Old 
Guziya must have been located on the west part of 
Tiyan-Shiyan, in area Karatau, which is located near 
Shu and Syrdariya rivers. 

According to recorded data, Oguz had formed 
state between the end of 9th century and beginning 
of the 10th century. 

It is obvious that any country has its own purpose 
while selecting capital city or moving capital 
elsewhere. The aim of Oguz rulers when choosing 
Zhanakent (New Guziya) as capital city and political 
center was the following: the geographical location 
of the city which bordered with big agricultural 
regions of Asia, Khorezm and Mauerenahr. As well 
as Zhanakent was located along the important trade 
road which goes through Kimak steppe to Sarysu, 
Kengir, Esil and Nura rivers area. Trade road which 
leads to Syganak and South Ural crossed this city.

The ruler Abilghazi Bahadur in his book called 
«Turkmen shezhiresi» says: «The closest countries 
to Turkmen were China, Kangkyly, Naiman. These 
countries conquered Turkmens. They left Ystyk kol, 
Almalyk, Sairam, Ulyktau, Kishitau, moving to low 
flow of Syr river. Their ruler lived in Iyanki Kent, 
while rest populated both parts of Syr river, where 
they lived almost ten centuries.» /1, 22 p./.

Al-Idrisi said: «Oguz have many cities, they are 
located from north to east». One of those Oguz’s 
cities is Kumiyan. The meaning of the city is closely 
connected to the saying as «The city swallowed by 
the sand», «The city destroyed by snake». 

Having deeply investigated the meaning of the 
cities Kumiyan and Sauran Koshym-Nogay B.S. 
concluded that the above mentioned cities were built 
as military fortification of Oguz tribes /4, 130 p./. 

Researcher investigated certain issue 
comprehensively reading original data, usually 

becomes witness of two sooths. First is clear sooth, 
and second is hidden sooth. Clear sooth is the 
undisputable truth which can be proved by data 
available in recorded database. Hidden sooth is the 
truth which has no clear data, but its existence can 
be proved by the historical event /5, 119 p./. Thus, 
for the reason that any historical evidence on the 
existence of Oguz’s city Kumiyan is unavailable, 
let’s look at the following extract from Abilghazi 
Bahadur’s book «Turkmen shezhiresi» on tribe’s 
name: «In the available historical data there is no 
name «Kumiyan». However, it is undisputable this 
toponyme has more than thousand year history. By 
now none of historians, linguists, and archeologists 
had paid attention to this sacred black spot which is 
buried in the left side of the Syrdariya river. This is 
for the reason that is wasn’t recorded in database» 
/4, 120 p./.

However, later interest to this city arose and 
number of expeditions was organized and many 
investigations were conducted. 

The first topographical map of this city was 
made by archeological expedition «Otyrar». This 
city which captured attention of many scientists who 
conducted archeological excavations there, has a lot 
to tell us. The following information can be found in 
encyclopedias about this medieval city: «Kumiyan 
is a remainder of the city of 12-13th centuries. City 
is located in 30 km from the southern-west part of 
Kelintobe, around 3-4 kilometers from Syrdariya 
river’s bank. Kumiyan is a rectangular fortress city. 
Its square is 210x180 m, height of some remained 
parts of fortress is 5-6 m, and thickness of walls is 
3-3.5 m. Northern part of destroyed tower on both 
corners is 2.5 m high. If have a look at construction 
system of the fortress, we can see that there were 
five towers on each four sides. Distance between 
each towers is 35 m. City gate is on northern-
east part. Around the fortress there is a trench 
with 8 m. thick, and 1.5-2 m deep. In the middle 
of the Kumiyan there is a citadel with 45x45 m 
in square. However, there is no footprint of any 
construction inside them. However, northern-
west part of the corner it can be seen a small hill. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that in the city there 
were construction systems. Remaining of ceramic 
dishes, vase for carrying water collected from the 
city is well decorated. The bottoms of the dishes are 
round. Many of them have blue, brown decorative 
paintings over white angoba. The painting of dishes 
look like dishes found from eleventh cultural layer 
of Otyrar city. » /6/.

Even, there are many issues related to 
archeological identification of some cities such as 
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Zhankent, Zhend, Khora etc. near Aral, and which 
are well known as «Oguz cities» from medieval 
sources. 

One of them is research of legend called «The 
city swallowed by snake» which is about capital 
city of Oguz – Zhankent. During the study about 
Oguz tribes populated Zhankent and its surrounded 
area, this legend, its content and personages, along 
with medieval sources has significance importance. 
Because the image of snake which killed inhabitants 
of Zhankent can be identified as Kai or Urankai 
tribes of Kypshak. Ethimology of ethnonym «Kai» 
and «Urankai» is a comprehensively explained in 
the book of Akynzhanov S.A. 

Oguzes who founded their statehood in the 
middle and low flow of Syr river lived nomadic and 
sedentary lifestyle. Al-Masudi geographer of the 

10th century said in his book titled «Altyn shaiu orny 
men asyl tastar ken orny»: One part of Ghuz state is 
nomadic, other part is inhabitants of city, they are 
all Ghuz tribes. They are divided into three parts, 
namely higher, lower, middle /7, 118 p./. Oguzes 
who played great role in the history contained 
many tribes. When Kypshaks formed their state in 
Oguz steppe many tribes was one part of Kypshak 
Khanate. This is continuous historical process, 
because if one country conquered other country, 
part of tribes of conquered country were included 
in formed country, and conquered country took the 
name of formed country.

History is connected not only with people, but 
it also includes history of land–water. Therefore, 
investigating history of country along with history 
of land can surely lead to many advantages. 
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